NCPEA Summer Conference 2013:

Innovation, Inventiveness and the Imagination:

Leading into the Future

President Mullen’s Initiative:

Call for Submissions: 2013 Conference

NCPEA's QuickTalk:

QuickTalk Presentations are brief talks that contain no words on the slides (or only very few) accompanied by automatically timed slides, 15-20 slides of 15 seconds each (up to 5 minutes total). To assist with the audience's information processing, presenters use only pictures or diagrams and they narrate the quickly moving visual displays.

QuickTalk presenters share an idea about a compelling topic related to the 2013 conference theme “Innovation, Inventiveness, and the Imagination: Leading into the Future” as visual storytellers. There is no paper or any text to circulate for this particular session.
Submit a QuickTalk: Guidelines

What is this new presentation option all about?

You’ll have 5 minutes of strutting your stuff and no more time than this—the sessions will be clocked. Your 5 minutes consists of only 15-20 slides and these will automatically move forward every 15 seconds or less. Those who try to speak past this maximum will be gonged.

Tell us why your presentation will be “too cool for school.”

What are we looking for?

Idea generation and inspirational storytelling. We welcome talks that are intriguing, informative, and/or passionate: fast-paced, thought-provoking ideas on the local, national, or global level. To get a feel for the types of topics that are presented at Ignites, check out the accompanying resources on the Leading into the Future QuickTalk description. We want to showcase a wide spectrum of the NCPEA community—idea generators of all walks of life! We want your audience to be left with a very intriguing message from your presentation.

**NOTE** For our special QuickTalk New Jersey: We are looking for short talks generally focused on innovation, inventiveness, and the imagination

What aren’t we looking for?

NO flashy pitches
NO stand-up comedy
You get where we are going with this!

Where can I sign up?

Go for it! Submit your info below and we’ll keep in touch!

QuickTalk : [http://goo.gl/RrzOU](http://goo.gl/RrzOU)
QuickTalk presentations are made by NCPEA members. Due to the nature of the QuickTalk option, the sessions appearing on the program have not been peer reviewed.

**QuickTalk** is modeled upon the Ignite concept:

**Resources**


*The fastest way to create an Ignite Presentation: [http://www.speakingaboutpresenting.com/content/fast-ignite-presentation/](http://www.speakingaboutpresenting.com/content/fast-ignite-presentation/)*